Senior Lilie Steryous’s capstone project is currently exhibited on the second-floor hallway (at the top of the stairs) of the Chandler Center.

Senior Capstone Presentations
Class of 2022

Congratulations to all our ENVS Seniors for the successful presentations of their capstone projects!

John Farrell: Stormwater Pond Effectiveness on Water Quality

Mia Girardi: The Effect of Different Environmental Factors on Mushroom Diversity at Glendale

Sarah Peak: Childhood Nature Experiences and Environmental Beliefs within the Wofford Community

Read Perkins: The History of Solar Energy: An Analysis of the State and Federal Policies that Influence Solar Adoption

Annie Smith: Points of Interest on Belief in Climate Change and Early Childhood Environmental Education: Is There Any Overlap?

Griffin Smith: Degraded Ecosystem Revitalization Through Sustainable Golf Course Management

Cam Sonefeld: The Mission to Assist Climate Migrants: Analysis of Nongovernmental Organization Aid in Mozambique, Bolivia, and The Bahamas

Lilie Ana Steryous: Evaluation of How Walt Disney World Portrays Nature through the Disneynature Film Collection

Payton Stott: Archaeology and Stories from the Past on the Lawsons Fork Creek, Glendale, SC

Anna Windle: The Relationships Between School Food Environments to Race and Income in Different Census Tracts in Spartanburg, South Carolina

Wade Wood: Green Space Equity in Spartanburg County

This past Saturday Wofford students participated in a Clean Up Day at Glendale Shoals.
Upcoming Events and Opportunities

**PSEG Institute for Sustainability Studies Summer Internship:** Montclair State University hosts a Green Team Program paid-summer internship, May 31-August 4, 2022. [Apply to be a Green Team Member.](#)

**Lamentations:** A photographic exhibition by Tina Freeman on loan from the New Orleans Museum of Art. Freeman’s photographs of the wetlands of Louisiana and the glacial landscape of the Artic and Antarctica pair images from these disparate regions in a series of diptychs that function as stories about climate change, ecological balance, and the connectedness of disparate landscapes.

**Outreach Intern Needed at Goodall Center:** Interns will plan, publicize, and implement educational community events and other programming at the Goodall Center. Every event promotes environmental stewardship, but details will vary depending on intern interests. Intern must be available Spring 2022 and Fall 2022. Send your application to Dr. Savage, [savageks@wofford.edu](mailto:savageks@wofford.edu).

**College of Charleston EVSS Master's Program:** If you are interested in learning more about CoC’s Environmental and Sustainability Studies graduate program, contact Dr. Brewitt, [brewittpk@wofford.edu](mailto:brewittpk@wofford.edu).

**Become a Campus Organizer for Student PIRGs**

**Job Opportunities at Teton Science School**

**PROFILE OF THE WEEK:**

**Duke University – Nicholas School of the Environment**

In 1991, The School of Environment, later renamed Nicholas School of the Environment, brought together the three divisions of The School of Forestry and Environmental Studies and the University’s Marine Laboratory.

Students interested in a Master of Environmental Management (MEM) can choose from eight specialized concentrations to focus their studies. A Master of Forestry is offered for students interested in sustainable management of forested ecosystems. Either of these two on-campus programs can be combined concurrently with a master’s in business, law, public policy, engineering, or education. And both are two-year programs.

Students can also pursue a Master of Environmental Policy, which studies international environmental policy at Duke Kunshan University in China.

[Visit Duke’s Nicholas School of the Environment for more information.](#)